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Abstract

In this paper, we first present a concrete formal protocol
design approach, which is based on authentication tests,
to create an Efficient and Secure Internet Key Exchange
(ESIKE) protocol. Then we formally prove the secure
properties of ESIKE with strand space model and authen-
tication tests. The ESIKE protocol overcomes the secu-
rity shortages of the Internet Key Exchange (IKE), and
can provide secure negotiation of session key and Secu-
rity Association (SA), protection of endpoints’ identities,
and mutual authentication between the initiator and the
responder. It needs only three messages and less compu-
tational load, so it is simple and efficient.

Keywords: Authentication tests, formal method, internet
key exchange, protocol design, strand space model

1 Introduction

The Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol specified in
RFC2409 [7] is a key exchange protocol being developed
for the Internet Community. It is designed to establish Se-
curity Associations (SAs) and obtain authenticated key-
ing material for use with ISAKMP [9] and other security
services such as AH and ESP for IPSec. It works in two
phases. Phase 1 establishes an ISAKMP SA and derives
shared secrets that will be used to protect Phase 2 ex-
changes. Phase 2 negotiates SAs for IPSec and generates
fresh keying material. In addition, the IKE protocol de-
fines three basic modes of exchanges: main mode and
aggressive mode used in Phase 1, and quick mode used in
Phase 2.

However, there are many security shortages in IKE.
Meadows [10] used the NRL Protocol Analyzer to point
out an attack on the authentication of IDs to digital sig-
natures in aggressive mode in Phase 1, and a reflection
attack to quick mode in Phase 2. Zhou pointed out in [15]
an attack on the authentication of ISAKMP SA to main
mode in Phase 1, and then pointed out in [16] the failure

of identity protection with digital signature in main mode,
the weakness of support for nomadic user with pre-shared
key in main mode, and the weakness about use of certifi-
cates with public key encryption in main mode. Perlman
and Kaufman pointed out in [11] that IKE is far too com-
plex, the Phase 2 should be removed, the specifications
are too difficult to understand, and it is only possible to
hide one endpoint’s identity in some modes. Aiello et al.
[2] presented a new key exchange protocol named JFK,
which stands for “Just Fast Keying”, to overcome the
deficiencies of IKE such as the high number of message
exchange rounds, the complexity of the protocol and its
specification. And now the design of IKEv2 [8] draft is
still underway.

On the other hand, much work has been done on pro-
tocol design. The bulk of work on protocol design such
as Abadi and Needham [1] seems to rely on the skill and
ingenuity of the designer, but they make no claim to be
systematic, nor do they base their advice on a theory of
protocol goals and correctness. Woo and Lam [14] focused
on how to safely remove information from a ”full infor-
mation” but inefficient version of a protocol to a less clut-
tered version. There are two limitations to their approach.
One is no guidance for how to construct a full information
protocol to achieve given goals. The other is the criteria
for safely removing information seems fragile. Buttyan et
al. [3] describes a BAN-style logic to motivate a design
method, but it seems hard to abstract the method from
the example they give. Based on the authentication tests
[4], which are developed from the strand space model [6],
Guttman [5] describes an abstract formal protocol design
process, and correctly illustrates its use by creating AT-
SPECT, an Authentication Test-based Secure Protocol
for Electronic Commerce Transactions. Perrig and Song
use their automated protocol generator APG [12], which
is related to authentication tests method, to generate can-
didate three-party authentication and key agreement pro-
tocol, then call Athena [13] to use the strand space model
to filter protocol, and obtain suitable protocol proved to
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meet their specifications.

In this paper, we present our concrete formal proto-
col design approach, which is based on the authentication
tests and strand space model, to design the Efficient and
Secure Internet Key Exchange (ESIKE) protocol. Our
protocol design approach gives a concrete approach rather
than an abstract protocol design process in [5], and is sim-
ple and efficient to avoid the endless state search used in
[12, 13]. The ESIKE protocol is secure in protection of
negotiation of session key and SAs, in protection of end-
point’s identity, is able to obtain mutual authentication
between the initiator and the responder, and can with-
stand the above attacks to the IKE protocol. In addition,
the ESIKE only contains three messages and needs less
computational load, so it is more simple and efficient than
IKE, JFK and IKEv2 (which is only a draft of IETF and
is still working in progress). The remainder of the pa-
per is organized as follows. In Section 2, we claim the
ESIKE security goals. In Section 3, we first briefly intro-
duce the strand space model and the authentication tests,
then present our protocol design approach to create the
ESIKE protocol. In Section 4, we formally prove the cor-
rectness of the ESIKE protocol with strand space model
and authentication tests, then we discuss the efficiency of
the protocol. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 ESIKE Protocol Goals

The causes of security shortages of IKE described in Sec-
tion 1 are the insecure negotiation of Security Association
(SA) and session key, the disclose of endpoint’s identity,
and short of mutual authentication between the initiator
and the responder. Therefore, our security goals in design
ESIKE are to provide mutual authentication between the
initiator and the responder, and provide the secure ne-
gotiation of session key and SAs, and the protection of
two parties’ identities, which lead to the confidentiality
for certain value in two parties protocol exchange. In
addition, the ESIKE must contain as fewer messages as
possible.

2.1 Protocol Participants

Protocol participants play two different roles, typically a
client and a server, or in other words, an initiator and a
responder. We will refer to the two principals as I and R.
All the secret data such as principal’s identity, SA, and
information of session key must remain confidential from
principals other than these two.

The same principal may play different roles in different
protocol executions. When different clients order service
to each other, they alternately play the role of I and R.

2.2 Protocol Goals

The goals of the participants are of four kinds:

• Confidentiality: All important data such as prin-
cipal’s identity, SA, and information of session key
transmitted in the exchange are to remain secret, and
data intended for a pair should not be disclosed to
the others.

• Authentication 1: Each participant I should re-
ceive a guarantee that each partner R has received
I’s data and R accepted it.

• Authentication 2: Each participant R should re-
ceive a guarantee that data purportedly from a part-
ner I in fact originated with R, freshly in a recent run
of this protocol.

• Efficiency: The protocol must be efficient with re-
spect to the number of message exchanges, computa-
tion and bandwidth in the communication.

3 Authentication Tests and

ESIKE Design

In this section, we first introduce the basic ideas of the
strand space model [4], then introduce the basic defini-
tions of the authentication tests [6], which are based on
the strand space theory. Finally, we present our formal
protocol design approach to create the ESIKE protocol.

3.1 Strand Space Model

Consider a set A, the elements of which are the possible
messages that can be exchanged between principals in a
protocol. We will refer to the element of A as terms t .
t @ t means is a subterm of t. The set A is constrained
further below in Section 3.1.2, and the subterm relation
is defined there. We will represent sending a term as the
occurrence of that term with positive sign, and receiving
a term as its occurrence with a negative sign.

Definition 1. A signed term is a pair (σ, a) with a ∈A
and σ one of the symbols +,−. We will write a signed
term as +t or −t. (±A)* is the set of finite sequences of
signed terms. We will denote a typical element of (±A)*
by ((σ1, σ1), . . . , (σn, σn)).

Definition 2. A strand space is a set Σ with a trace
mapping tr : Σ → (±A)*.

Fix a strand space Σ.

1) A node is a pair (s, i), with s ∈ Σ and i an integer
satisfying 1 ≤ i ≤ length(tr(s)). The set of nodes is
denoted by N. We will say the node (s, i) belongs to
the strand s. Clearly, every node belongs to a unique
strand.

2) If n = (s, i) ∈N then index(n) = i and strand (n) =
s. Define term(n) to be ((tr(s))1)2, i.e. the ith signed
term in the trace of s . Similarly, uns term(n) is
((tr(s))1)2, i.e. the unsigned part of the ith signed
term in the trace of s.
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3) If n1, n2 ∈ N, n1 → n2 means term(n1) = +a and
term(n2) = −a. It means that node n1 sends the
message a, which is received by n, creating a casual
link between their strands.

4) If n1, n2 ∈ N, then n1 ⇒ n2 means n1, n2 occur on
the same strand with index(n1) =index(n2) − 1. It
expresses that n1 is an immediate causal predecessor
of n2 on the strand.

5) An unsigned term t occurs in n ∈N iff t @term(n).

6) An unsigned term t originates on n ∈N iff: term(n)
is positive; t @term(n) ; and whenever n′ precedes n
on the same strand, t 6@ term(n′).

7) An unsigned term t is uniquely originating iff t orig-
inates on a unique n ∈ N.

N becomes an ordered graph with both sets of edges
n1 → n2 and n1 ⇒ n2.

3.1.1 Bundles

A bundle is a finite subgraph of this graph, for which we
can regard the edges as expressing the causal dependen-
cies of the nodes.

Definition 3. Let C be a set of edges, and let Nc be the
set of nodes incident with any edge in C. C is a bundle if:

1) C is finite.

2) If n1 ∈ Nc and term(n1) is negative, then there is a
unique n2 such that n2 → n1 ∈ C.

3) If n1 ∈ Nc and n2 ⇒ n1 , then n2 ⇒ n1 ∈ C.

4) C is acyclic.

Definition 4. A node n is in a bundle C, written n ∈ C,
if n ∈ Nc; a strand s is in a bundle if all of its nodes are
in Nc.

3.1.2 Terms and Encryption

The terms and encryption of strand space model are de-
scribed as follows:

• A set T ⊂A of texts (representing the atomic mes-
sages), and a disjoint set K ⊂A of cryptographic
keys.

• A unary operator inv: K → K. The inv maps each
member of a key pair for an asymmetric cryptosystem
to the other, and that it maps a symmetric key to
itself.

• Two binary operators:

encr : K × A −→ A

join : A × A −→ A.

As usual, inv(K) is denoted as K−1, encr(K, m) as
{|m|}K , and join(a, b) as ab.

Definition 5. The subterm relation @ is defined induc-
tively, as the smallest relation such that a @ a; a @ {|g|}K

if a @ g; a @ gh if a @ g or a @ h.

3.1.3 The Penetrator

The penetrator’s powers are characterized by two ingre-
dients, namely a set of keys known initially to the pen-
etrator and a set of penetrator strands that allow the
penetrator to generate new messages from messages he
intercepts.

A penetrator set consists of a set of keys Kp, which are
initially known to the penetrator.

The atomic actions available to the penetrator are en-
coded in a set of penetrator traces. A protocol attack
typically requires hooking together several of these atomic
actions.

Definition 6. A penetrator trace is one of the following:

M Text message: +t where t ∈ T ;
F Flushing: (−l);
T Tee: (−l, +l, +l);
C Concatenation: (−l,−h, +lh);
S Separation into components: (−lh. + l, +h);
K Key: (+K) where k ∈ Kp;
E Encryption: (−K,−h, +{|H |}K);
D Decryption: (−K−1,−{|H |}K, +h).

Definition 7. An infiltrated strand space is a pair (Σ, Π)
with Σ a strand space and Π ⊆ Σ such that tr(P ) is a pen-
etrator trace for all P ∈ Π. A strand s ∈ Σ is a penetrator
strand if it belongs to Π, and a node is a penetrator node
if the strand it lies on is a penetrator strand. Otherwise
we will call it a regular strand or node.

3.2 The Authentication Tests

Fix some strand space Σ. We identify segments of regular
strands that amount to tests. Their presence will guaran-
tee the existence of other regular strands in the bundle.

Definition 8. A term t0 is a component of t if t0 @ t, t0
is not a concatenated term, and every t1 6= t0 such that
t0 @ t1 @ t is a concatenated term.

Components are either atomic values or encryp-
tions. For instance, the three components of the
concatenated term B{|NaK{|KNb|}KB

|}KA
Na are B,

{|NaK{|KNb|}KB
|}KA

, and Na. We say t is a compo-
nent of a node n if t is a component of term(n).

Definition 9. The edge n1 ⇒+ n2 is a transformed edge
[respectively, a transforming edge] for a ∈A if n1 is posi-
tive and n2 is negative [respectively, n1 is negative and n2

is positive], a @ term(n1), and there is a new component
t2 of n2 such that a @ t2.
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Thus, a transformed edge emits and later tests for its
presence in a new form. A transforming edge receives and
later emits it in a new form.

Definition 10. t = {|h|}K is a test component for a in
n if:

1) a @ t and t is a component of n;

2) The term is not a proper subterm of a component of
any regular node n′ ∈ Σ.

The edge n0 ⇒+ n1 is a test for a if a uniquely originates
at n0 and n0 ⇒+ n1 is a transformed edge for a.

Definition 11. The edge m0 ⇒+ m1 is an outgoing test
for a in t = {|h|}K if it is a test for a in which: K−1 /∈ Kp

; a does not occur in any component of m0 other than t;
and t is a test component fora in m0. The edge m0 ⇒+

m1 is an incoming test for a in t1 = {|h|}Kif it is a test
for a in which K /∈ Kp and t1 is a test component for a
in m1.

(Outgoing test) Let C be a bundle with m1 ∈ C, and
let m0 ⇒+ m1 be an outgoing test for a in t.

1) There exist regular nodes n0, n1 ∈ C such that t is
a component of n0 and n0 ⇒+ n1 is a transforming
edge for a.

2) Suppose in addition that a occurs only in component
t1 = {|h1|}K1 of n1, that t1 is not a proper subterm
of any regular component, and that K−1

1 /∈ Kp. then
there is a negative regular node with t1 as a compo-
nent.

The meaning of this assertion is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Outgoing authentication test

(Incoming test) Let C be a bundle with m1 ∈ C , and
let m0 ⇒+ m1 be an incoming test for a in t′. Then there

exist regular nodes n0, n1 ∈ C such that t′ is a component
of n1 and n0 ⇒+ n1 is a transforming edge for a.

The meaning of this assertion is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Incoming authentication test

Definition 12. A negative node m is an unsolicited test
for t = {|h|}K if is a test component for any a in m and
K /∈ Kp.

(Unsolicited test) Let C be a bundle with m ∈ C
and let m be an unsolicited test for t = {|h|}K. Then
there exists a positive regular node n ∈ K such that t is a
component of n.

Definition 13. (Recency) A node n is recent for a regular
node m1 in C if there is a regular node m0 ∈ C such that
m0 ⇒+ m1 and m0 ≤c npcm1.

The incoming test and the outgoing test entail re-
cency. That is, if m0 ⇒+ m1 is a test edge, and
n0 ⇒+ n1 is the corresponding transforming edge in C,
then m0pn0pn1pm1, so that n0 and n1 are recent for m1.
By contrast, the unsolicited test establishes nothing about
recency.

Definition 14. (n-Recency) A node n is 1-recent for m1

if n is recent for m1 as in Definition 13. A node n is
i + 1-recent for m1 if there exists a node m0 such that n
is i-recent for m0 and m0 is recent for m1.

3.3 Protocol Design

The authentication tests suggest a protocol design pro-
cess. At this level of abstraction, authentication protocol
design is a matter of selecting authentication tests, and
constructing a unique regular transforming edge to satisfy
each. We now consider how to get them with authenti-
cation tests according to our concrete ESIKE protocol
security goals.
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3.3.1 Assumptions and Notations

It is reasonable that we assume that each principal has
at least one public-private key pair. The public key may
be used to encrypt the messages or verify the signature,
and the private key may be used either to decrypt the
encryptions or sign the messages. We assume that the
public keys for any participant can be determined reliably
through a public key infrastructure. When | is a principal
with public encryption key KI , we write {|t|}I to stand
for {|t|}KI

. Assuming KI is uncompromised (i.e. KI ∈
S), only | can tractably recover t from this encryption.
Likewise, when | is a principal with private signature key
SI , we write [t]I to stand for {|t|}|SI

. We assume that
only | can tractably construct [t]I from a new message t.

We need one cryptographic quality primitive h(x),
which is a one-way hash function. h(t) is the result of
applying the hash function to t. We assume that no prin-
cipal can tractably find a pair of values t1, t2 such that
h(t1) = h(t2), or, given v, can tractably find t such that
h(t) = v.

3.3.2 Payloads and Confidentiality

The purpose of ESIKE is to generate secure session key,
protect two partners’ identities, securely negotiate SA for
IPSec in communication process, and obtain the mutual
authentications for two principals. Therefore, according
to the security goals described in Section 2.2, we specify
the message components as payloads used in ESIKE pro-
tocol to satisfy the above purpose. We describe them as
follows:

SAI Cryptographic and service properties of the security
association (SA) that the initiator wants to establish.

SAR SA information the responder may need to give to
the initiator (e.g., the responder’s SPI in IPSec).

NI Initiator nonce, a random bit-string.

NR Responder nonce, a random bit-string.

KEI Initiator’s current Diffie-Hellman (DH) exponential.

KER Responder’s current Diffie-Hellman (DH) exponen-
tial.

IDI Initiator’s certificates or public-key identifying infor-
mation.

IDR Responder’s certificates or public-key identifying in-
formation.

h(M) hash of message M . It also implies that h(x) is a
secure message authentication code (MAC) function.

In order to satisfy the confidentiality goal of ESIKE,
we determine the data of SAI , SAR, IDI , IDR, KEI ,
KER should be securely protected in the communication.
Then we can derive the session key KIR = HDH(NI , NR)
securely, where Hk(M) is a keyed hash of message M
using key k. In ESIKE, the K is the DH exchanged key,
which can be derived form KEI and KER.

3.3.3 Designing the ESIKE Protocol

In this section, we design the ESIKE protocol step by
step to satisfy the protocol goals one by one.

Achieving Confidentiality

The confidentiality goal is the assertion: All important
data transmitted in the exchange are to remain secret,
and data intended for a pair should not be disclosed to
the others.

Therefore, we should not let the data of SAI , SAR,
IDI , IDR, KEI , KER transmitted in plaintext in the
exchange. We should transmit them in encryption form
with public key KI or KR, or with a hash function of
h(t), which satisfy the assumption described in Section
3.3.1.

Achieving Authentication 1

The first authentication goal is the assertion: Each par-
ticipant | should receive a guarantee that each partner R
has received |’s data and R accepted it.

|’s data means the data of SAI , IDI and KEI ,
which we know must be transmitted in the form
of {|SAI , KEI , IDI |}R. The incoming authentication
test tells us that one way to ensure ”authentication
1” is to prepare a nonce NI , transmitting nI with
{|SAI , KEI , IDI |}R. After receiving and processing this
unit, R returns an authentication message taking the form
[. . . NI . . .]R, which prove that NI reached R and was ac-
cepted as part of a successful strand.

Figure 3: Edges achieving Authentication 1

We also want to ensure that NI was accompanied by
the payloads SAI , IDI and KEI when it was processed.
Therefore, we will require the authentication message
taking the form [. . . NIt]R, where t contains the payloads
in some other form. Specially, in order to maintain
the confidentiality of the payloads, they should be
hashed or encrypted. We decide to use h(SAIKEIIDI)
rather than the encrypted component {|SAIKEIIDI |}
in authentication message to make the protocol more
efficient and need less computation. So, we may have
the authentication message [. . .NIh(SAIKEIIDI)]R.
We now have the behavior shown in Figure 3. This is
evidently an incoming test for | assuming that R’s private
signature key is uncompromised and NI is uniquely
originating.
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Achieving Authentication 2

The second authentication goal is the assertion: Each
participant R should receive a guarantee that data pur-
portedly from a partner | in fact originated with R, freshly
in a recent run of this protocol.

Figure 4: Edges achieving Authentication 2

In order to achieve this authentication goal, we must
extend the protocol. In particular, it originates at a 2-
recent node (Definition 14). R’s data means the data of
SAR, KER and IDR, which we know must be transmitted
with encryption by |’s public key. The incoming authen-
tication test gives us a way to ensure the authentication
of the R’s payload is to prepare a nonce NR, transmit-
ting NR with {|SARKERIDR|}I . We can combine R’s
sending message with |’s authentication 1 message, there-
fore, we enrich the protocol exchange displayed in Fig-
ure 3 by having R emit a uniquely originating value with
R’s secret data {|SARKERIDR|}I in addition to the au-
thentication message in Figure 3. So, the message has
the form of [{|SARKERIDR|}INRNIh(SAIKEIIDI)]R.
After receiving and processing this unit, | signs NI , NR,
and the hash of payloads in a recency certificate, taking
the form [NINRh(SAIKEIIDISARKERIDR)]I . This
transforming edge completes an incoming test for R, as-
suming |’s private signature key is uncomprised and NR is
uniquely originating, as shown (right-to-left) in the lower
rectangle in Figure 4.

R knows that this signed message was generated after
NR was created. Moreover, if | is behaving properly, then
this signature is emitted only in a run that also caused
the origination of NI . Thus, m2 is recent for n2, and m0

is recent for m2. Therefore, m0 is 2-recent for n2.

, , ,

R
I I I I K

N SA KE ID

, , , , , , ,

I
R

R R R R I I I IK
S

SA KE ID N N h SA KE ID

, , , , , , ,

I
I R I I I R R R

S
N N h SA KE ID SA KE ID

Initiator Responder

Figure 5: Our ESIKE protocol

Now, we can get the designed ESIKE protocol, which

is illustrated in Figure 5. In Figure 5, {M}KR
and {K}KI

denote the message M encrypted with public key KR and
KI respectively. {M}SI

denotes the pair (M, SigSI
(M)),

where SigSI
(M) denotes the signature of message with

private key SI . {M}SR
is similar to {M}SI

, in which the
private key is {M}SR

. In the protocol, the initiator and
the responder only need three messages to negotiate the
SA, protect each principal’s identity, obtain the session
key, which can be derived from KEI , KER, NI and NR,
and make sure the mutual authentication between each
other.

4 Proving ESIKE Protocol Cor-

rect

In this section, we formally prove the correctness of
ESIKE protocol. We apply the strand space model and
the authentication tests to prove the ESIKE satisfies the
security goals it want to have.

In the form we consider, the ESIKE protocol involves
two types of regular strands and is depicted in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Regular bundle in ESIKE protocol

1) Initiator strands with trace: (+M1, −M2, +M3),
where IDI , IDR ∈ Tname, NI , NR, KEI , KER, SAI ,
SAR ∈ T but NI , KEI , SAI /∈ Tname, KI , KR ∈ K
are public keys, SI , SR ∈ K are private keys for sig-
nature, K−1

I , K−1

R ∈ K are private keys for decryp-
tion. Init[NI , NR, SAI , SAR, KEI , KER, IDI , IDR]
will denote the set of all strands with the trace shown.

2) Responder strands with trace: (−M1, +M2, −M3),
where IDI , IDR ∈ Tname, NI , NR, KEI , KER, SAI ,
SAR ∈ T but NR, KER, SAR /∈ Tname, KI , KR ∈ K
are public keys, SI , SR ∈ K are private keys for signa-
ture, K−1

I , K−1

R ∈ K are private keys for decryption.
Resp[NI , NR, SAI , SAR, KEI , KER, IDI , IDR] will
denote the set of all strands with the trace shown.
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We now formulate the protocol goals as theorems about
the ESIKE protocol, and prove that the initiator and the
responder can securely exchange the session key, securely
negotiate the SA, protect each other’s identity, and obtain
the mutual authentication to each other respectively.

Proposition 1. (Confidentiality for |’s data) Sup-
pose C is a bundle in Σ, IDI , IDR ∈ Tname;
K−1

R /∈ Kp; and C has an Init-strand s ∈
Init[NI , NR, SAI , SAR, KEI , KER, IDI , IDR] with C-
height 3. If S1 = {SAI , KEI , IDI} is uniquely originat-
ing, then for every node n ∈ C, term(n) /∈ S1.

Proof. Let k be the set of the inverses of unsafe keys, i.e.
k = (K\S)−1, where S is the set of secret keys. Let π be
S1

⋃
S, i.e. π = S1

⋃
S.

According to the honest ideal of Corollary 6.12 in
[4], if there is a node m ∈ C with term(m) ∈ S1

, then term(m) ∈ Ik[π], and there is a regular node
that is an entry point for Ik[π]. However, inspect-
ing the positive regular nodes of bundle in

∑
, we

see from Figure 6 that no value in π is ever sent,
only the value protected by a key KR( in the form of
{|SAI , KEI , IDI |}KR

) whose inversed key is safe accord-
ing the assumption K−1

R /∈ Kp, or protected by a one-
way hash function (in the form of h(SAI , KEI , IDI) and
h(SAI , KEI , IDI , SAR, KER, IDR)), in which who can
not find t from h(t) = ν according to the assumption in
Section 3.3.1. So, it causes the contradiction. Therefore,
for every node n ∈ C, term(m) /∈ S1.

Proposition 1 proves that the secret information S1 =
{SAI , KEI , IDI} in ESIKE protocol sent by | will not be
disclosed unless the penetrator possesses the private key
of the responder, i.e. K−1

R ∈ Kp.

Proposition 2. (Confidentiality for R’s data) Sup-
pose C is a bundle in Σ, IDD, IDR ∈ Tname;
K−1

I /∈ Kp; and C has a Resp-strand s ∈
Resp[NI , NR, SAI , SAR, KEI , KER, IDI , IDR] with C-
height 3. If S1 = {SAR, KER, IDR} is uniquely origi-
nating, then for every node n ∈ C, term(n) /∈ S1.

Proof. Let k be the set of the inverses of unsafe keys, i.e.
k = (K\S)−1, where S is the set of secret keys. Let be
π = S1

⋃
S.

According to the honest ideal of Corollary 6.12 in [4],
if there is a node m ∈ C with term(m) ∈ S1, then
term(m) ∈ Ik[π], and there is a regular node that is an
entry point for Ik[π]. However, inspecting the positive
regular nodes of bundle in Σ, we see from Figure 6 that
no value in π is ever sent, only the value protected by
a key KI( in the form of {|SAR, KER, IDR|}KI

) whose
inversed key is safe according the assumption K−1

R /∈ Kp,
or protected by a one-way hash function ( in the form
of h(SAI , KEI , IDI , SAR, KER, IDR)) in which who can
not find t from h(t) = ν according to the assumption in
Section 3.3.1. So, it causes the contradiction. Therefore,
for every node n ∈ C, term(n) /∈ S1.

Proposition 2 proves that the secret information S1 =
{SAR, KER, IDR} in ESIKE protocol sent by R will not
be disclosed unless the penetrator possesses the private
key of the initiator, i.e. K−1

I ∈ Kp.

Proposition 3. (Authentication 1) Suppose
C is a bundle in Σ, IDD, IDR ∈ Tname;
K−1

R /∈ Kp; and C has a Resp-strand s ∈
Init[NI , NR, SAI , SAR, KEI , KER, IDI , IDR]
with C-height at least 2. If NI is uniquely
originating, the C has a matching Resp-strand
s′ ∈ Resp[NI , NR, SAI , SAR, KEI , KER, IDI , IDR]
of C-height at least 2.

Proof. In Figure 6, we show first that the first
and the second nodes on s form an incom-
ing authentication test for NI . We can know
{|{|SAR, KER, IDR|}KI

NRNIh(SAIKEIIDI)|}SR

is a test component for NI in (s, 2), because it contains
NI , and no regular node has any term of this form as a
proper subterm. Checking the assumptions, SR /∈ Kp, it
follows that (s, 1) ⇒+ (s, 2) is an incoming test for NI

in {|{|SAR, KER, IDR|}KI
NRNIh(SAIKEIIDI)|}SR

according to Definition 11.
By incoming test, there exist regular nodes

n0, n1 ∈ C such that {|{|SAR, KER, IDR|}KI

NRNIh(SAIKEIIDI)|}SR
is a component of n1

and n0 ⇒+ n1 is a transforming edge for NI .
Because n1 is a positive regular node and

{|{|SAR, KER, IDR|}KI
NRNIh(SAIKEIIDI)|}SR

=
term(n1), NI is uniquely originated in (s, 1), then there
exists a negative regular node n0 to receive NI . For n0

is a negative node, it is at (s′, 1) for some Resp-strand
s′ ∈ Resp[NI , NR, SAI , SA′

R, KEI , KE′

R, IDI , ID′

R].
Since (s′, 1) ⇒+ (s′, 2) and term((s′, 2)) =
{|{|SARKERIDR|}KI

NRNIh(SAIKEIIDI)|}SR

in which {|SARKERIDR|}KI
is contained, we see

ID′

R = IDR, SA′

I = SAI , KE′

R = KER. The C-height of
s′ is at least 2.

Proposition 3 proves, in ESIKE protocol, the initiator
can guarantee the authentication to the responder when
the assumptions are satisfied. In addition, because the
scheme contains an incoming test forNI , it can entail
recency of NI according to Definition 13. Therefore, the
initiator of the ESIKE protocol also can prevent malicious
reply attacks.

Proposition 4. (Authentication 2) Suppose C is a
bundle in Σ, IDD, IDR ∈ Tname; K−1

R /∈ Kp;
and C has a Resp-strand s ∈ Resp[NI, NR, SAI ,
SAR, KEI , KER, IDI , IDR] with C-height 3. If NR is
uniquely originating, the C has a matching Init-strand
s′ ∈ Init[NI , NR, SAI , SAR, KEI , KER, IDI , IDR] of C-
height 3, and (s, 2)p(s′, 2).

Proof. In Figure 6, we show first that the sec-
ond and the third nodes on s form an in-
coming authentication test for NR. We know
{|NINRh(IDIIDRSAISARKEIKER)|}SI

is a test
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component for NR in (s, 3), because it contains NR,
and no regular node has any term of this form as a
proper subterm. Checking the assumptions, SI /∈ Kp, it
follows that (s, 2) ⇒+ (s, 3) is an incoming test for NR

in {|NINRh(IDI idRSAISARKEIkeR)|}SI
according to

Definition 11.

By incoming test, there exist regular nodes n0, n1 ∈
C such that {|NINRh(IDI idRSAISARKEIkeR)|}SI

is a
component of n1 and n0 ⇒+ n1 is a transforming edge
for NR.

Because n1 is a positive regular node and term(n1) =
{|NINRh(IDIidRSAISARKEIkeR)|}SI

, NR is uniquely
originated in (s, 2), then there exists a negative reg-
ular node n0 to receive NR. For n0 is a neg-
ative node, it is at (s′, 2) for some Init-strand
s′ ∈ Init[NI , NR, SAI , SA′

R, KEI , KE′

R, IDI , ID′

R],
thus (s, 2)p(s′, 2). Since (s′, 2) ⇒+ (s′, 3) and
term((s′, 3)) = {|NINRh(IDIidRSAISARKEIkeR)|}SI

in which IDI , SAI , KEI is contained, we see ID′

R =
IDR, SA′

I = SAI , KE′

R = KER. The C-height of s′ is
3.

Proposition 4 proves the responder can correctly au-
thenticate the initiator in the ESIKE protocol. In addi-
tion, since (s, 2)p(s′, 2), the node (s′, 1), where NI , IDI ,
SAI and originate, is 2-recent for (s, 3) according to Def-
inition 14. The 2-recency of the protocol can also prevent
the responder from malicious reply attacks.

We have now established the security goals of ESIKE.
We may discuss the efficiency of the ESIKE as follows.

Efficiency Discussion:

In many protocols, key setup must be performed fre-
quently enough that it can became a bottleneck to com-
munication. The key exchange protocol must minimize
the number of message exchange as well as computation
and total bandwidth. The number of message exchange
can be an especially important factor when communicat-
ing over unreliable media. Using our ESIKE protocol,
only three messages are needed to set up a working secu-
rity association. This is a considerable saving in compari-
son with existing protocols such as IKE, JFK, and IKEv2
draft.

In addition, the ESIKE protocol rejects the notion of
two different phases in IKE. Phase 2 of IKE is used for
several reasons. One is generating the actual keying ma-
terial used for security associations. It is expected that
this will be done several times, to amortize the expense
of the Phase 1 negotiation. The second reason is to per-
mit periodically keys changing. It is permitted to do key
rollover of a Phase 2 connection by doing another Phase 2
connection setup, which would be more cheap than that of
restarting the Phase 1 connection setup. The third reason
is to permit multiple connections with different security
properties and keys between two nodes. But we do not
think these apply. First, one phase of negotiation to gen-
erate keying material is sufficient, and use two phases to
generate other keying material is not significantly cheaper

Table 1: Comparison of ESIKE, IKE, JFK, IKEv2 draft
on computational load

Protocol Computational Load
I R

ESIKE 2CEXP + 1CHASH 2CEXP + 1CHASH

IKE* 2CEXP + 5CHASH 2CEXP + 5CHASH

JFK** 3CEXP 3CEXP + 1CHASH

IKEv2*** 2CEXP + 3CHASH 2CEXP + 3CHASH

than doing another Phase 1 exchange. To the second
point, with modern underlying block cipher such as AES,
there is no need for frequent key changes. AES keys are
long enough that brute force attacks are infeasible. Also,
to do a key rollover for perfect forward secrecy, the Phase
2 exchange is not significantly cheaper than doing another
Phase 1 exchange. To the third reason, it is a relatively
rare case, and set up a totally unrelated security associ-
ation for each application would suffice. Therefore, we
remove the Phase 2 in IKE and design the ESIKE only
having one phase. This makes ESIKE protocol more effi-
ciently.

Moreover, our ESIKE protocol has the advantage on
computational load. The comparisons of IKE, JFK,
IKEv2 draft and ESIKE on computational load are shown
in Table 1, where CEXP , CHASH denote the exponentia-
tion computation and the hash computation, respectively.
I and R denote the protocol initiator and responder, re-
spectively.

In Table 1, the example of IKE* is the pre-shared key
main mode protocol, the example of JFK** is JFKr, and
the computational load of IKEv2*** draft only includes
that in the initial exchange (known in IKE as Phase 1).
Our ESIKE protocol has the relatively lower computa-
tional load and is more efficient.

5 Conclusion

Based on the authentication tests, a concrete formal pro-
tocol design approach is presented to create an Efficient
and Secure Internet Key Exchange (ESIKE) protocol. At
first, the secure goals of ESIKE are determined, then the
protocol is designed step by step according to the secure
goals one by one. Finally, it is formally proved with the
strand space model and the authentication tests. The
ESIKE protocol overcomes the security shortages of the
Internet Key Exchange (IKE), and can provide secure ne-
gotiation of session key and Security Association (SA),
protection of endpoints’ identities, and mutual authenti-
cation between the initiator and the responder. It needs
only three messages and less computational load, so it is
simple and efficient.
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